Photoplethysmography for non-invasive in vivo measurement of bone hemodynamics.
Developments in photoplethysmography (PPG) hardware make this device a promising tool for non-invasive deep-tissue hemodynamic measurements. The aim of this study was to validate the use of PPG as a tool for non-invasive bone hemodynamic measurements. A new PPG device capable of measuring bone hemodynamic responses was designed, tested and validated. Validation experiments included cold exposure, arterial occlusion, skin occlusion and nitroglycerin exposure. Cold exposure resulted in a decrease in skin perfusion (p = 0.011) and bone perfusion (p = 0.005); arterial occlusion also resulted in decreased skin perfusion (p < 0.001) and bone perfusion (p = 0.008), with arterial occlusion resulting in a greater decrease in perfusion than cold exposure. The independence of the skin and bone PPG signals was demonstrated by the ability to independently increase (p = 0.003) and decrease (p = 0.005) the skin signal without significantly affecting the bone signal. Our experiments build upon and expand previous PPG developments and validation studies. Our custom-made PPG hardware represents a state-of-the-art tool for non-invasive monitoring of deep tissues, and our data support the use of PPG as a valid tool for measuring bone hemodynamic responses in vivo.